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• A complete guide to one of the greatest scientists of 
the 20th century
• Covers aspects of Turing’s life and the wide range of his 
intellectual activities
• Aimed at a wide readership
• This carefully edited resource written by a star-studded 
list of contributors
• Around 100 illustrations
This carefully edited resource brings together 
contributions from some of the world’s leading experts on 
Alan Turing to create a comprehensive guide that will serve 
as a useful resource for researchers in the area as well as 
the increasingly interested general reader.
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The Turing Guide
“The Turing Guide is just as its title suggests, a remarkably 
broad-ranging compendium of Alan Turing’s lifetime 
contributions. Credible and comprehensive, it is a rewarding 
exploration of a man, who in his life was appropriately 
revered and unfairly reviled.” 
- Vint Cerf, American Internet pioneer
“The Turing Guide provides a superb collection of articles 
written from numerous different perspectives, of the life, 
times, profound ideas, and enormous heritage of Alan 
Turing and those around him. We find, here, numerous 
accounts, both personal and historical, of this great and 
eccentric man, whose life was both tragic and triumphantly 
influential.” 
- Sir Roger Penrose, University of Oxford
